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Name Surname1, C. White2, F. Smith1, K. Red1 (list of all authors, Arial 10)
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Keywords: 3-5 keywords in alphabetical order separated by comma
Introduction This text is written here and can be used as a template. The whole text should be written
in “Arial” font size 10 (line spacing 1.15) and must not exceed one page. Manuscripts should be
prepared in A4 format with left and right margins at 2.5 cm, top at 2 cm and bottom at 1.5 cm (as in
this template). The one page abstract includes the following sections: Title, Authors, Keywords (3-5, in
alphabetical order), Introduction, Material and methods, Results, and Conclusions.
Material and Methods A brief description on materials and methods that the authors used in their
study including experimental design and statistical analysis.
Results Major results obtained from your study. The International System of Units (SI) should be used.
Accepted common names of active ingredients of chemical formulations should be used in preference
to trade names. Papers should conform to internationally recognized codes of nomenclature. Generic
and specific Latin names should be typed in italics. Do not use hyphenation. Numbers from one to five
should be written. Use preferentially British English (adjust the word processor to use it). If US English
is used, it should be done consistently through the manuscript. Statistical significance can be
expressed using symbols *** (P<0.001), ** (P<0.01), * (P<0.05) without explaining them. Also exact Pvalues may be presented. If 0.10>P>0.05, then differences can be considered to suggest a trend, or
tendency, to a difference, but the actual 'P' value should be stated.
Conclusions Please give a short conclusion of your study.

